
 

BioBlitz species data – where should it go? 
 
BioBlitz events can be an important source of data on which species have been found where – “biological records” in 
other words. There are two principal routes by which biological records are collated and verified: via Local 
Environmental Records Centres (LRCs), and via National Recording Schemes and Societies (NSS) – some NSS operate 
through a network of local (usually county) recorders.  
 
LRCs are interested in obtaining records of any species from within their area (which is usually a county or other local 
government region). They typically use this data for many purposes, including: to inform the local planning process, 
provide information for local conservation projects (e.g. Biodiversity Action Plans), provide information to local 
conservation land managers, and support and train volunteer wildlife enthusiasts in the area. LRCs are professional 
organisations but their staffing levels and resources vary quite a lot from county to county. Most work with volunteers 
(e.g. to help with verification of records) but again the capacity varies from county to county. 
 
NSS are interested in obtaining records of their particular species group from all locations across the country. They 
typically use this data for many purposes, including: to monitor the distribution of species, produce atlases and assess 
conservation statuses (Red Data lists etc.), provide information for conservation projects, and support and train 
volunteer wildlife enthusiasts with an interest in their species group. NSS are very varied in their structure, from 
schemes run or hosted by professional organisations (e.g. British Trust for Ornithology, Butterfly Conservation) who 
usually work with networks of volunteers (e.g. via a volunteer county recorder network), through to schemes run 
entirely by an individual volunteer.  
 
Many (but not all) NSS and LRCs exchange data with each other on a regular basis. Most data from both LRCs and NSS 
is passed on to the National Biodiversity Network (NBN), who make it available in one place via the NBN Gateway, 
which is used by government agencies, members of the public, researchers and many others to find out what data is 
available for all species everywhere. 
 
Further complexity comes from the multiplicity of different online systems and apps that have been developed in 
recent years. It is exciting that so many new ideas are being put forward, and there is the potential for these new 
technologies to get more people involved with biological recording, but unless these systems work well with the 
existing data flows they can end up adding complications and delays to the sharing and verification of the data that 
results from them. 
 
An ideal solution might be to have one place where a biological record could be sent so that it then became available 
to LRCs, NSS and NBN simultaneously. Technological developments are making it easier for data to be shared in this 
way, and are likely to become a bigger part of the picture in future, but for now many biological recorders still send 
their data to an LRC in the first instance, or to an NSS, or to both. 

What should happen to the data from my BioBlitz? 
There are a number of questions to think about: 

 Will the bioblitz generate fully identified records of species (e.g. via recording by local experts)? Or is the 
emphasis more on outreach to novice wildlife enthusiasts, which may produce a higher proportion of records of 
“spider” or “yellow flower” etc., rather than fully identified species?  

 Is the bioblitz directly working with an LRC or NSS, or drawing on experts from one or the other? 

 Are the bioblitz organisers themselves responsible for keeping records of species, or is that role being carried out 
by LRC or NSS people? 

 What is the process for verifying records, will that be done by experts on the day, or are you seeking help from an 
LRC or NSS to check the records after the event? Or maybe if your main aim is outreach the records can’t be or 
won’t be verified, in which case their main purpose may be to provide informal feedback to participants and they 
should not be sent in to a formal recording scheme? 

  



 
 

What is the role of technology in this? 
Most LRCs and NSS use a database of some sort to provide long-term storage of records, but a number of different 
systems are in use, and there is increasing use of online technology (both websites and apps). All LRCs and NSS will 
accept records via spreadsheets, and for a one-off bioblitz event a simple spreadsheet may still be the easiest way of 
collating records, but using online systems can provide additional opportunities and benefits. 
  
If your bioblitz is emphasising outreach and learning then you may want to use an online approach to getting help 
with species identifications. If your bioblitz is going to be generating species records, then online recording systems 
can be very useful. Some have data-sharing built in to the system, others are more stand-alone (and thus you’ll need 
to pass the data on via another route). Questions to consider when looking at online systems: 

Cost, user-friendliness 
Stating the obvious, but the cost of the software and how easy it is for you to use are important factors. 

Data fields 
All biological recording systems should store the basic “four Ws”: what, where, when, who. But what else do you 
need? E.g. abundance, habitat, micro-habitat, weather etc. etc. Can you store photos as part of your record? Do you 
need to store verification decisions as part of your record? 

Species dictionaries 
Does the system use a recognised species dictionary? If so, is it the UK Species Inventory (the national standard 
maintained by the Natural History Museum)? If not, will that cause problems? 

Data download 
Having put your data into the system, can you get it back out again? For online systems, do they give other people 
download access to your data? Hopefully you will want to share your data, but it’s good to know who has access to it. 

Download formats 
What download formats does the system provide? Most will at least offer a text file download (which can be opened 
in a spreadsheet and passed on to a recording scheme, or loaded into a database), but what other formats might you 
need: a specific database format such as Recorder 6 or MapMate; Google Earth (.kml/.kmz); GIS (ARC shapefiles, 
MapInfo) etc. 

Data sharing 
How will your data get from your system to the relevant LRC and NSS, and then on to the NBN? Are there any other 
organisations or individuals that you want to make it available to? 

Validation and verification 
Does the system validate the records entered (e.g. preventing the entry of incorrectly formatted dates or grid 
references, ensuring species names match a recognised dictionary)? Does the system include verification checking 
(e.g. via the NBN Record Cleaner rules)? How will the records be verified (i.e. checked for accuracy of identification) – 
will you be organising that via local experts or will it be done by the relevant NSS or LRC? 
 
 
 

 
If your bioblitz is generating species records, please ensure they are sent to at least one of:  

the relevant LRC; the relevant NSS; or an online system that makes the data available to them. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Factsheet compiled by Martin Harvey (Martin.Harvey@open.ac.uk)  

For online help with identifying species go to iSpot (www.ispotnature.org) 
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